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INTRODUCTION 
 

This booklet is a condensed compilation of Sierra Construction and its subsidiary 
companies (Sierra Bridge, Sierra General Contracting, Sierra Infrastructure, Sierra 
Aggregates and Materials) Health and Safety, Environmental Protection Procedures and 
Rules used for employees, subcontract trades and for general information.  
 
The booklet incorporates the key rules and procedures that we expect our employees and 
subcontract employees to follow while conducting work. This booklet is not intended as 
a substitute for the required information or training by any laws, regulations that govern 
the construction industry or business. It is for information only.  
 
For more detailed information refer to the applicable law(s), regulation(s) and / or Sierra 
Construction’s policies and procedures. Although this booklet provides primarily health 
and safety information we expect all employees and subcontract employees to provide a 
good quality product and / or service and to be environmentally conscious to protect the 
lands we live in. Don’t abuse – Recycle, Reduce and Re-Use.  
 
In 2009 Sierra Construction Woodstock Inc. became ISO 14001 Certified, which is an 
environmental management system.  
 
Changes to our manual have been made to meet or exceed all of the above standards and 
corporately speaking “to do the right thing”. Target Zero Incidents, Zero Injuries! 
 
 
 

Thanking you in advance! 
 

Your Safety Department 
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HEALTH & SAFETY POLICY 
 

Sierra Construction Woodstock Inc. and its subsidiary companies believe that our greatest asset by far is 

our employees. Therefore, the safety and well-being of our employees, our customers and the general 

public is considered to be of paramount importance. The management team is committed to provide a 

safe work environment, and a work environment that promotes occupational health in our business 

activities. 

 

Management and supervisors recognize the rights of every worker to work in a safe and healthy work 

environment, and accept our responsibility to educate, train and inform employees about known 

hazards in the workplace. We must also develop, maintain and update effective safety practices, 

standards that meet or exceed legislated requirements to ensure the right to a healthy and safe work 

environment for our employees and subcontractors, that is also free from violence and harassment. 

 

Managers and supervisors will be held accountable for the health and safety of employees under their 

supervision. Employees will also be held accountable for their safety practices and are to report any 

unsafe or unhealthy condition to their supervisor immediately. 

 

While managers and supervisors are responsible for the implementation and enforcement of our health 

and safety policy we expect all employees and sub contract employees to work in a spirit of co-

operation and conduct themselves in a manner that reflects our commitment to health and safety. 

 
 

“Health & Safety in the workplace 
is everyone’s responsibility” 

 

Cliff Zaluski 
President 

 
September 30, 2021 
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WORKPLACE VIOLENCE & HARASSMENT 
POLICY 

 

Sierra Construction Woodstock Inc. and its subsidiary companies believes that 

employees have an absolute right to be treated with dignity and respect and to work 

within an environment that is free from any form of violence or harassment. Sierra 

Construction maintains a zero tolerance policy towards violence or harassment in the 

workplace. 

 

Sierra Construction has adopted this policy, which prohibits violence and threats of 

violence, and encourages employees to take affirmative steps to identify potentially 

violent situations.  Although some incidents or situations involving workplace violence 

may be the result of larger societal problems outside of our control, we firmly believe 

that by working together with our employees, the risk of workplace violence or 

harassment can be minimized.  

 

The following policy applies to all employees of the Company and all workers on Sierra 

Construction jobsites and is intended to reinforce the Company’s commitment to 

prevent inappropriate behaviour in the workplace.  

“No form of abusive behaviour, 
harassment or violence will be 

tolerated” 
 

Cliff Zaluski 
President 

 
September 24, 2021 
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ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION POLICY 
 
 

Sierra Construction and its subsidiary companies management believes that we have been 
given the land and waters in which we live. Therefore, the protection of these gifts is 

considered to be of paramount importance. The management team is committed to an 
effective environmental management system based on the ISO 14001 standard, complying with 
applicable legal requirements, pollution prevention and will strive to preserve the land, waters 

and the fauna and flora that habitat within these niches whenever possible and practical. 
 

We believe in working closely with the client, applicable government agencies and the general 
public to ensure all environmental issues and concerns are addressed and subsequently 

protected throughout each phase of a project. We will review our environmental performance 
annually to assess our objectives, targets and to identify opportunities for continuous 

improvement. 
 

Management and supervisors recognize and accept their responsibilities to educate, train and 
inform employees about the known environmental risks in the general workplace and any 

specific risks identified in a project. From the start to the completion of a project we must take 
the necessary precautions to mitigate possible environmental threats. 

 
Managers and supervisors will be held accountable to ensure we follow our environmental 

practices and procedures. Employees and subcontractors will also be held accountable for their 
environmental practices and are to report any environmental threats to their supervisor 

immediately. 
 

While managers and supervisors are responsible for the implementation and enforcement of 
our environmental protection policy we expect all employees, sub contract employees and 

client’s to work and conduct themselves in a manner that reflects our commitment to protect 
our environment and to support natural resource conservation in the community. Don’t abuse 

– Recycle, Reduce, Re-Use. 
 

“Protecting the environment is 
everyone’s responsibility” 

 

Cliff Zaluski 
President 

 
October 18, 2021 
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RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

Constructor/Employer: 
 
The Constructor/Employer shall: 
 
 Ensure the Health and Safety program meets or exceeds legislated requirements {Occupational Health 

and Safety Act, Bill 160, 208, WSIB, etc.}. 

 Ensure the workplace meets building codes and local bylaws. 

 Where so prescribed provide a Notice of Project to the MOL and post at jobsite. 

 Establish Health and Safety performance objectives and priorities. 

 Ensure that the working environment is maintained in a healthy and safe condition. 

 Develop and demonstrate a positive "Health and Safety" attitude and working climate. 

 Demonstrate interest in, involvement with and accountability for Health and Safety performance. 

 Approve and administer rules and procedures. 

 Ensure notification of all incidents or unplanned events as per legislation. 

 Require design input and installation inspection before new/modified equipment or operations are 
put into service. 

 Ensure Health and Safety concerns are addressed when establishing new methods and/or work 
procedures. 

 Understand and abide by relevant legislation. 

 Provide equipment, materials and protective devices as prescribed by the OHSA and Sierra 
Construction. 

 Ensure that any equipment, materials or protective devices are operated and maintained as 
prescribed. 

 Ensure the measures and procedures prescribed are carried out in the work place. 

 Provide information, education and supervision to the worker to protect the health and safety of the 
worker. 

 Acquaint a worker, or a person with authority over a worker with any hazard in the workplace and in 
the handling, storage, use, disposal and transport of any material, device or piece of equipment. 

 Offer assistance and co-operation to the Health and Safety committee or any of its representatives in 
the carrying out any of their functions. 

 Ensure that every reasonable precaution is taken for the protection of a worker. 

 Post, in the workplace, a copy of the Ontario Occupational Health and Safety Act, Bill 208, and any 
other required legislation as well as any explanatory material that will enhance the health and safety 
of the workers. 

 Permit only workers who are physically fit to work in the workplace. 

 Where so prescribed, to provide a worker with written instructions as to the measures and procedures 
to be taken for the protection of a worker. 
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Supervisor 
 
The Supervisor shall: 
 
 Promote and maintain a good Health and Safety attitude. 

 Provide and ensure that workers work in the manner and with the protective devices, measures and 
procedures required by the OHSA and Sierra Construction.  Each new employee and each employee 
transferred to a new position will receive instruction and/or training required for their new position. 

 Ensure that workers use or wear PPE when required. 

 Ensure that the working environment is maintained in a healthy and safe condition that is free from violence 
and harassment. 

 Ensure notification of all incidents or unplanned events. 

 Ensure Health and Safety concerns are addressed when establishing new methods and/or work procedures. 
Understand and abide by relevant legislation. 

 Ensure that any equipment, materials or protective devices are operated and maintained as prescribed. 

 Offer assistance and co-operation to a Health and Safety committee or any of its representatives in the 
carrying out any of their functions. 

 Ensure that every precaution reasonable in the circumstances is taken for the protection of a worker. Permit 
only workers who are physically fit to work in the workplace. 

 Conduct an investigation into each incident, lost time incident, property damage or utility contact and 
implement preventive action as necessary. Advise workers of any potential or actual dangers to the health or 
safety of a worker and to provide a worker with written instruction and procedures to be followed and to take 
every precaution reasonable in the circumstances for the protection of a worker. Inspections will be done 
regularly and priority given for the correction of substandard items. 

 
Worker 
 
The Worker shall: 
 
 Promote and maintain a good Health and Safety attitude. 

 Work in compliance with the provisions of the OHSA and the company’s regulations. 

 Use or wear the equipment, protective devices or clothing that are provided. 

 Report to their employer or supervisor the absence of or defect in any equipment or protective device 
of which they are aware and which may endanger themselves or another worker. 

 Report to management or supervisor any contravention of the OHSA or the regulations or the 
existence of any hazard. 

 Where so prescribed, have, at the expense of the employer, such medical examinations, test or X-
rays, at such time or times and at such place or places as prescribed in order to determine the physical 
fitness of the employee to do work in the workplace.  

 Follow procedures for reporting injury/illness at all times when they occur. 

 
No worker shall: 
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 Remove or make ineffective any protective device required by the regulations or by the employer. 

 Use or operate any equipment, machine device or thing or work in a manner that may endanger themselves 
or any other worker. 

 Engage in any prank, contest, feat of strength, unnecessary running or rough and boisterous conduct. 

 

Health & Safety Representative 
 
The Health & Safety Representative shall: 
 
 Participate in the identification of workplace (worksite) hazards with the site supervisor at each 

worksite. Formal inspections will be documented and signed by both parties. 

 Be consulted about any workplace testing ie: (air, water monitoring). 

 Make recommendations in writing to improve the health and safety of the workplace. 

 Participate in an incident investigation process and in the event of a serious injury complete an 
investigation. 

 Request any information regarding health and safety from the company to protect the health and 
safety of a worker. 

 Attend scheduled health and safety meetings. 

 Review minutes from the joint health and safety committee. 

 Participate in a Work Refusal where Health and Safety is in Danger. 

 Attend any training that Sierra Construction requests to improve their knowledge of health and 
safety matters. 

 Review incident investigations, injury data and WSIB information. 

 Review the Health and Safety Program annually and make recommendations on training and 
prevention programs  
(ie: WHMIS, PPE, First Aid, Fall Protection, etc.). 

  Be an example in the workplace for health and safety. 

 

Sub-Contractors 
 
All Sub-Contractors shall: 
 
 Ensure a competent person is in charge and oversees the project.  

 Provide their own safety equipment and any necessary protection to conduct the work in a safe and 
environmentally responsible manner. 

 Be responsible to work in accordance with the OHSA and all applicable Regulations and Sierra 
Construction’s policies and procedures. 

 Report to their supervisor any hazard or unsafe condition, defective equipment or absence of a 
protective device (guards, guardrails, etc.)  

 Wear appropriate Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) at all times when required. At minimum all 
workers shall wear a CSA approved Hard Hat, Grade 1 safety boots. An MTO traffic vest or approved 
equivalent is required on sites with vehicular traffic that could endanger workers. 

 Inspect equipment and their Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) before use. Maintain a clean and 
orderly work area at all times.  
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 The possession, consumption, or impairment from intoxicants is strictly forbidden at any time at the 
jobsite. 

 Report to their supervisor any incident, injury or spill immediately and inform the Sierra Construction 
site supervisor any unsafe condition that may affect the safety or health of other workers. Provide 
safety representatives, a First Aid attendant, WHMIS Material Safety Data sheets (Safety Data Sheets) 
for the workplace as required. Complete JAR cards. 

 

When in doubt ask for information, from their supervisor and / or the Sierra Construction site supervisor. 
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VISITORS 
 

Safety rules are designed for the protection of visitors to prevent incident and injuries.  
These rules are by no means complete nor intended to cover all situations. Think safety 
at all times and reference other rules and procedures when applicable. 
 

It is mandatory that all visitors follow these rules 
 

All visitors must be accompanied by an authorized 
Sierra Construction employee 

 
1. Safety glasses with side shields, or authorized equivalent shall be worn by all persons at all 

times when required.  
 

2. CSA approved safety shoes/boots shall be worn by all persons working at a construction job 
site and while working in the Sierra Construction maintenance shop. 

 
3. Traffic vests shall be worn by visitors on all civil job sites and when there is vehicular traffic 

on building job sites. 
 

4. The possession, consumption or impairment from intoxicants is strictly forbidden at any time 
on Company property. 

 
5. All incidents, injuries or sickness must be reported to the Human Resources Department 

immediately.   
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PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINARY ACTION 
 

Sierra Construction expects all employees, sub-contractors and business professionals to be 
responsible for the environment, health and safety in the workplace and at the jobsite. They 
will be held accountable for any violations of the OHSA (Occupational Health and Safety Act), 
the EPA (Environmental Protection Act) and Sierra Construction’s Health and Safety Policy, 
rules and procedures. Considering the seriousness of the violation, Sierra Construction 
management may proceed to any of the steps up to and including removal from site, 
suspension, dismissal or termination of the contract.  
 

Sierra Construction Employees 
 
1st Violation documented verbal warning 
2nd Violation written warning 
3rd Violation written notice and one day suspension without pay 
4th Violation written notice and one week suspension without pay 
   Dismissal at the discretion of Sierra Construction 
 

Subcontractors 
 
1st Violation documented verbal warning 
2nd Violation written warning 
3rd Violation written notice and removal from jobsite 
After three violations the subcontractor or owner will need to demonstrate that 
appropriate countermeasures have been taken and that no further violations will occur. The 
contract may be terminated. 
 

Architects / Engineers / Owners Representatives / Visitors 
 
1st Violation documented verbal warning 
2nd Violation written warning 
3rd Violation written notice and removal from jobsite 
After three violations the violator, owner will need to demonstrate that appropriate 
countermeasures have been taken and that no further violations will occur. The contract 
may be terminated. 
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PPE ON THE JOBSITE 
 

Head Protection 
 

The wearing of a CSA Z94.1 Class E Type 1, ANSI Z89.1-2009 Class E Type l or II hard hat or 
equivalent is mandatory on the job site at all times.  

 
Good practices: 
 Inspect your hard hat shell and harness, each day before you wear it, for cracks, cuts or 

other damage. 

 Ensure your hard hat’s harness is adjusted for proper fit. 

 Replace your hard hat if dropped from a significant height or struck with significant force. 

 Please print your name with a marker on the inside only. 

 Replace your hard hat before five years from its manufactured date 

 Clean with soapy water only. 

 

Foot Protection 
 

All employees, subcontractor and other persons must wear CSA Grade I approved safety 
boots on the job site. Work tasks such as concrete or work with some chemicals, require 
CSA approved Grade 1 boots also. 
 

Good practices: 
 Inspect your boots for damage such as open steel toes, holes, broken stitching. Wear 

insulated boots in colder weather. 

 Check your tread on the soles and use insoles if more comfort is desired. 

 Purchase a good quality boot (remember your feet support your whole body, other body 
parts such as your legs and back will thank you for your purchase of a good quality pair). 
Tie them up properly to protect you. 

 Ensure you have the right type of boot and tread pattern for your working conditions. On 
Civil construction sites only high top boots are allowed. 

  

Face and Eye Protection 
 

The wearing of CSA approved eye protection is mandatory when a worker is exposed to a 
hazard that could cause an eye injury. Prescription safety glasses also must be CSA 
approved (lenses and frames). We allow the wearing of tinted Shade 5 safety glasses 
manufactured for the purpose of Hot Work Observation (welding, torch cutting) and tinted 
(sun protection) safety glasses to promote eye safety when working outdoors ONLY. Some 
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work examples that require the wearing of safety glasses. (Cement saw cutting, hand 
grinding, drilling, power tools, working with corrosive chemicals) 
 
Ordinary safety glasses are not adequate for protection against all types of eye hazards. Therefore, 
all employees have coverall goggles available to them.  The general types of eye hazards include: 
impact, chemical splashes, corrosive vapours, and welding glare.  When in doubt as to the correct 
protection to use, consult your supervisor and reference the MSDS or SDS. 
 
Certain operations present a hazard to the face as well as to the eyes, such as metal sawing, 
grinding, working with chemicals, buffing, etc.  In such cases, face shields are available and must be 
used. 
 

Good practices: 
 Inspect your eye protection each day for damaged parts, scratched or dirty lenses.   
 Clean with manufacturer supplied spray and wipes or warm soapy water.    
 Paper towels and dirty rags will scratch the lens. 
 Replacement lenses are available for face shields and some safety glasses. 

 
 

Hand and Body Protection 
 

The injurious effect of chemicals, other irritants and temperature extremes to the skin may 
require the use of protective gloves.  Plastic-coated gloves and all rubber, neoprene, 
insulated, etc., type gloves must be used when there is a possibility of contact with injurious 
materials or temperature extremes (hot – cold). Rubber aprons, chemical suits, insulated 
work attire and other PPE must be worn when there is risk of body contact with corrosive 
chemicals or exposure to temperature extremes of objects/materials. Shirts and long pants 
should be worn on all job sites. 
 

Good practices: 
 Inspect gloves, apron, and suit before use for holes or excessive wear. 

 Ensure you have the right glove and protection for the job.  Refer to the chemical(s) 
MSDS, WHMIS label and job procedure for proper protection. 

 

Respiratory Protection 
 

Where quantities of annoying, irritating or hazardous gases, fumes or vapours, dusts may be 
present and for such operations as painting or working with chemicals, dust mask and 
chemical cartridge respirators maybe required. Employees must be trained before using any 
type of respirator.  
 

Good practices: 
 Inspect your respirator for damaged parts or wear before each use. 

 Ensure you have the right respirator and chemical cartridge for the job.  
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 Refer to the chemical(s) MSDS, WHMIS label and job procedure for proper protection.  

 Discard dust masks if they are damaged or when they become difficult to breathe 
through. 

 If using a chemical cartridge respirator complete a positive and negative fit test before 
working with the chemical or entering into the hazard. 

 Maintain your respirator and replace filters and chemical cartridges as needed.  At 
maximum every 40 hours of use, or once a year.  
 

    

Fall Protection Harness & Equipment 
 

When employees are required to work from any sort of scaffold, platform, piping, or other 
elevation above 3 meters (10 feet) that does not provide sufficient protection such as 
proper guardrails and handrails they must be trained on Working at Heights (certificate). 
Under these conditions, employees shall wear a CSA approved safety harness, lanyard and 
follow fall protection procedures. Fall arrest equipment also must be CSA certified. Workers 
must wear fall protection tied off to a fixed support whenever the work is:  

- 3 meters (10 feet) above the floor 
- 1.2 meters (4 feet) for pathways using wheelbarrows or similar equipment 
- Above operating machinery, above water or other liquid 
- Above hazardous substances or objects 

 

Good practices: 
 Inspect any lifelines and fall arrest equipment. Lanyards must be 16 mm (5/8”) 

diameter nylon or equivalent. Lifelines must be 16 mm (5/8”) diameter nylon or 
equivalent. 

 Inspect your harness, lanyard for damaged parts, or excessive wear before each 
use. (stitching, grommets, webbing, buckle, D-ring,  karabiners) 

 Ensure you select the proper anchor point (must withstand 1724 kgs or 3800 lbs. 
of fall force). Calculate your fall distance to ensure the lanyard/shock absorber will 
not extend beyond the distance of the fall or you will be hitting the ground.  Wear 
your harness properly and secure to the proper anchor point. Ensure travel 
restraint lines are tied securely and restrict access at least 1.3 meters or 5 feet 
from to the fall hazard. Reference Sierra Construction SP1001 Slip, Fall Protection 
Program. 
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Hearing Protection 
 

Hearing protection is required when the job task generates noise levels above 85 
dba.  Some examples include grinders, jack hammers, saws and some operating 
equipment; backhoes, bull dozers, loaders etc. Remember that in higher noise levels 
or when wearing hearing protection, your sense of hearing will not be effective.   
 

Good practices: 
 Inspect your hearing protection for damaged parts, wear, and cleanliness before 

each use. 

 Ensure your hands are clean before inserting molded earplugs into the ear. 

 Clean your ears to prevent excessive wax build-up. 

 Wear your hearing protection at all times when exposed to noise levels above 85 
decibels. 

 

Hair/Clothing Protection 
 

To protect against painful and serious injury, long hair (shoulder length) or bushy 
hair must be confined when exposed to the risk of entanglement from tools or 
equipment. Loose, frayed or ripped clothing is also a hazard and should not be worn.  
Wear the appropriate clothing for the job and environmental conditions (heat cold, 
etc.).   
 

Good practices: 
 Keep long hair confined in your hard hat.  Ensure hair is not exposed. 

 Do not wear ripped, frayed clothing, as it could be caught-up in machinery. Keep 
apron, draw strings or rags from exposure to rotational equipment. 

 Wear long sleeves and other PPE when working with or near hot/cold materials.  
 

Jewellery 
 

Rings, wrist watches, chains, necklaces, and earrings should be removed when 
working with equipment that could create an entanglement hazard. This jewellery 
can get caught and create a serious safety hazard. Medic Alert bracelets or necklaces 
are allowed as they are designed to break if they are caught-up in rotational 
equipment / machinery. 
 
Good practices: 
 Remove jewellery before working on or near equipment with entanglement 

hazard(s). 
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WORKPLACE JOBSITE SAFETY 
 

 
Ladders 
 

 Ladders shall be erected and used according to the OHSA.  

 Always place a ladder 25% (1/4) of its length away from the base of the 
    structure you are to climb. Clean muddy, slippery boots before mounting.  

 Set ladders on a firm level surface and tie them off. If a ladder is used for 
    access between floor levels it must be secured top and bottom. 

 Ladders are to extend 1 meter (3 feet) above the working surface. 

 Ensure the ladder is in good operating condition before use; do not use a  
   defective ladder. Tag it out (defective) and report it to your supervisor. 

  Always face the ladder and maintain three point contact while climbing up 
   or down. Use non-conductive ladders near electrical hazards. 

 Do not reach more than an arm’s length away from the ladder. 
 Do not use the top two steps on a step ladder.           

          Reference SP1001 Slip, Fall Protection Program 
 

 
Scaffolds 
 

 Ladders shall be erected and used according to the OHSA. 

 Set the scaffold up on a firm level surface. 

 Ensure all parts (base plates, braces, pins, screw jacks, etc.) are used and 
    in the proper place.  

 Scaffold planks are to be free from defects (knots, splits or rot) 2” X 10” 
  width and extend at least 6” past the scaffold frame but no more than 12” 
   and be secured with cleats to prevent lateral movement. 

 Working platforms on a scaffold shall have guardrails (top and mid rail) and 
   a toe board if the scaffold is over 8’ high. 

 Secure a scaffold to the building at 15’ intervals. 

 A ladder must be used for access on scaffolds that are over 10’ high. 

 Ensure contact surfaces for your hands or feet are clear and not slippery 

 Reference SP1001 – Slip, Fall Protection 

 Reference FORM 1050 – Scaffold Inspection form. 
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Lights 
 

 Ensure adequate lighting on the jobsite especially on stairs and in work 
   areas. Inadequate lighting has caused many injuries (didn’t see hazard).  

 All lighting is to be in accordance to the OHSA.  
 

 
Openings and Edges 
 

 To prevent a fall from elevations, guardrails consisting of a top, middle rail 
   and toe board shall be erected around all floor openings, edges. 

 If this work area does not have guardrails fall protection measures must be 
   taken to limit the travel distance to the hazard.  

 Unprotected openings and edges have caused many injuries and deaths. 

 They shall be protected in accordance to the OHSA.  
 

 
Shoring, Sloping and Bracing 
 

 Ensure proper sloping or shoring prior to entering a trench or excavation 
   more than 4’ in depth.  

 If an excavation cannot be shored or sloped use a trench box to prevent 
   injury. 

 Masonry walls shall not be built higher than 10 times the thickness unless 
  properly braced and approved by an engineer. 

 

 
Housekeeping, Storage, Spills and Tool Maintenance: 
 

 Good housekeeping is one of the most important issues at a job site. Not 
   only will it prevent incident and injury it will also make a more productive 
   environment to work in.  

 Clean up spills, materials or debris that may cause a slip or trip hazard as 
  they occur. This will also minimize any harm to the environment.  
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    Know where spills equipment and spill materials are stored at the job site   
   and what to  do in the event of a spill.  

 Put tools away, store equipment safely when you’re done with the work  
   and / or at the end of the day. Do not use defective equipment, tag it out  
    for repair. Reference SP 1005 LOTO / Defective Equipment Procedures. 
 

     Housekeeping is part of your job! 
 

 Flammable materials should be kept in a locked metal storage container. 

 Remove defective tools, electrical cords from service and tag for repair. 
  Notify your supervisor.  

 Protect protruding pipe(s), metal sheeting, and ladders from someone running
 into them at the job site or while in transit. If they cannot be stored safely 
  secure rags, flags, tape that are colourful to warn others of the hazard. 

 

 
Materials Handling: 
 

 Know your lifting limitations and use proper lifting methods. Use equipment 
   such as carts, dollies or cranes whenever practical. 

 Know what you are working with and the hazards. (ie: slippery or sharp 
   surfaces). If it is a chemical know how to protect yourself from the hazards 
   and wear the appropriate PPE. Know what to do in the event of a spill. 
 

 
Lock-Out / Tag-Out: 
 

 Follow lock-out, tag-out procedures for your protection while working on 
  equipment that could start up unexpectedly or release hazardous energy.  
 Lock-out shall be performed in accordance with the OHSA. 

 Many injuries and deaths have occurred from the failure to  
    lock-out or secure equipment and someone else started the equipment. 
 Reference the Infrastructure Health and Safety Association Health and 
   Safety Manual the Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA), Sierra    
   Construction SP1005 Lock-Out / Tag-Out Defective Equipment Procedures    
   for additional information. If in doubt lock it out! 
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Compressed Gas Cylinders: 
 

 When necessary to move cylinder a short distance, install the cover cap, then it 
    may be tilted and rolled on bottom edge.   Otherwise, cylinders should be   
   transported by hand truck, and should be secured in position. 

 Valve-protection caps should be hand-tight on cylinders at all times except  
   when the cylinder is secured safely in place while connected to a hose or pipe 
   line.  Cylinders without valve-protection caps should not be accepted by users. 

 It should be made certain that cylinder valves are closed before moving 
   cylinders and when work is finished.  

 All cylinders should be protected against excessive rise in temperature.  During  
    winter, cylinders stored in the open should be protected against accumulation of 
   ice and snow, and during summer should be screened from continuous direct 
   rays of the sun. 

 Cylinders should not to be completely empty when turned back in for refill.  

 Cylinders should be stored with caps installed, and stored in an assigned area, 
   which is well-protected, free from the sun and well-ventilated. 

 Cylinders should be protected in an upright position at all times and chained.  

 Ensure cylinders of oxygen are not stored near cylinders of flammable gas. 

 

 
Environmental Protection, Waste, Recycling: 
 

 As noted with-in other sections, protection of the environment is part of 
      your job and responsibility.  

 Spills of hazardous and non-hazardous materials need to be cleaned up promptly 
and properly to ensure safety of workers and the environment. 

 Recycle, recyclable materials, reuse materials whenever possible and this will 
reduce the amount of waste going to our landfills.  

 Spills need to be reported to your supervisor immediately and a spill report form 
completed. Know what to do in the event of a spill and where materials are kept to 
mitigate/control them (ie: absorbent materials, spill socks, spill kits). Reference 
SP1012 Fuel Handling, Spills Procedure, Containment, Clean-up for more 
information.  
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Confined Spaces / Hazardous Atmospheres 
 

 Confined spaces can be dangerous places. Ensure confined spaces are 
   recognized and confined space entry procedures are followed. These 
   include air monitoring, emergency exiting and rescue procedures. Use an 
   entry permit to document the required information for each entry. 
 Ensure participants in a confined space entry are trained (certificate) and 
 that there is a suitable rescue plan in place before the entry.   

 Confined spaces or hazardous atmospheres will be tested 
   with a portable gas meter capable of recognizing oxygen gas levels,  
  flammable vapour levels, carbon monoxide gas levels and hydrogen 
  sulphide gas levels. Reference the OHSA and Sierra Construction 
   Confined Space Program SP1004 for further information.  

 Ensure fuel fired equipment such as generators, vehicles; equipment   
  portable heaters do not create a hazardous atmosphere from their 
  operation. Leaks or exhaust from the operation of these can be deadly. 

Ensure the area is well ventilated and when necessary monitor with the 
   area portable gas meter. We require CO detectors for temporary heat. 

 Hazardous atmospheres can also occur during trench work from natural 
  gas lines or methane gas from decaying matter. Ensure good ventilation 
   and monitor via portable gas meter as necessary. 
 

 
Environmental Conditions Heat/Cold Stress  
 

 Environmental conditions of high or low temperatures create additional 
   energy requirements on our body. In temperature extremes it is much 
   more difficult to perform normal working tasks at the same speed.  
 When these conditions exist they need to be recognized and 
  countermeasures taken. Some indicators of these conditions are: 
 

- Air temperatures exceeding 33 degrees Celsius 
- Humidex readings exceeding 40 degrees Celsius 
- Ministry of the Environment Smog Alert     
- Air temperatures exceeding –20 degrees Celsius  
- Wind Chill readings exceeding –27 degrees Celsius 
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Countermeasures may include any or all of the measures following: 
 

 Increasing the frequency and or length of rest breaks. 

 Rescheduling of strenuous jobs to cooler/warmer times of the day. 

 Assigning additional workers or reducing the work pace. 

 Providing cool drinking water in hot weather and encouraging the workers 
    to drink it frequently. 
 

 
Equipment, Commercial Vehicle Inspections 

 

 To comply with applicable law(s) and as part of our preventative 
   maintenance program, equipment / vehicles must be in proper working 
   order. Reference Sierra Construction SP 1013 Equipment Truck Inspection 
    Preventative Maintenance Program. 

 Commercial vehicles are subject to other law and a separate form for each 
   vehicle has been prepared. 
 We require inspections on various pieces of equipment at different 
   intervals. Each type of equipment will have an inspection form. (ie: Heavy 
    Equipment, Powered Elevating Work Platforms, Lift Trucks, etc.)  
 If a piece of equipment or vehicle is not safe to operate it must be removed 
          from service and tagged out for repair. 
 Subcontractors are responsible for their own inspection systems to comply 
   with the applicable law(s). 
 

 
Traffic Control Plans (signage, safety, application) 
 

 Inadequate preparation and implementation of a proper traffic control plan 
    has been casual in many incidents, injury and fatality.  

 Each project will be different and require a specific plan to ensure the 
  safety of workers and the general public. This plan needs to be 
   communicated to all affected workers at the jobsite.  

 Workers involved in implementing the plan must be competent, trained and 
   wear the proper clothing required for day time or night time conditions.    

 All heavy equipment and dump trucks must have loud, functioning back-up 
   alarms. Trucks and equipment should back-up only when necessary and in 
   the case of trucks utilize a spotter when required. Use proper hand signals. 
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Excavating Safely Near Utilities: 
 

 To prevent injury and incident from contact with or damage to natural gas, hydro 
and tele-communications utilities (lines) while performing work. Risk of injury / 
death to workers and the public when damaging / breaking these lines is serious 
and the damage costs for the investigation and repair are very high. 

 Before the job is to start ensure the locate area has been defined and all utilities 
identified (public and private).  

 Ontario One Call is the primary utility locate service, however there may be other 
utilities or companies that need to be contacted for locates. 

 Subcontractors are responsible to obtain their own locates. 

 Reference the (OHSA) and O. Reg which apply under this Act, including 
regulations for construction projects; the Technical Standards and Safety Act and 
O. Reg and Sierra Construction SP 1014 Excavation Safety Near Utilities, SP 1009 
Utility Contact Safety and Reporting. 

 

Table 1: Ontario One Call 
 

ONTARIO ONE CALL 
Telephone Call 4 Working Days 

Before You Dig 
Fax 

1-800-400-2255 1-800-400-8876 

Enbridge Gas  Ontario One Call 

Kitchener Utilities  Ontario One Call 

Natural Resource Gas (NRG)  (519) 773-5321 
(Aylmer area, South of London)   

Six Nations Natural Gas  (519) 445-4213 
(South of Brantford area)   
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Employee Cellular Phones, Portable 
Electronic Equipment 

 
 

Distracted driving / operating has been proven to be a major cause of incident, motor 
vehicle collisions and fatalities.  
 
Your primary task when driving or operating is “driving or operating”! Any secondary 
tasks such as cell phone use, eating, drinking, adjusting your music, hair, reading text, 
e-mail, maps or directions, take your attention and hands away from performing the 
primary task, which increases the risk of incident, injury even death. 
 

- Workers are permitted to bring their personal cell phones to the workplace.  
 

- Personal cell phones are to be turned off during working hours and any personal 
calls may be conducted at break times.  

 
- Permission is to be obtained from the workers immediate supervisor before any 

personal calls are made or received during working hours. If an urgent call is 
needed, the supervisor may grant special permission on a case by case basis.  
 

- All calls on the jobsite are to be made from a safe area identified by the 
supervisor.  

 
- Supervisors, project managers who have been assigned a company cell phone, 

blackberry or mike unit are excluded from this policy. We expect them to be 
aware of the surroundings and only utilize the device when it is safe.  
 

- It is prohibited to use hand held devices while driving or operating equipment 
(allow the message center to take the call).   

    
- Personal electronic devices with headphones such as MP3, CD players are not 

allowed on the job site.  
 

- Violation of this policy will result in disciplinary action.  
 

- Reference “POL 1012 - Mobile Devices (Cell) Phones in the Workplace”. 
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COMMON JOBSITE HAZARDS 
 

In the construction industry there are certain hazards that are common to most 
worksites. Being conscious and aware of these hazards at all times will help in the 
prevention of injury to yourself and others.  
 

Your life may depend on it! 
 

Falls – Install and maintain guardrails use fall protection equipment. 

 
Cave-ins – Do not enter until properly sloped, shored or protected. 
 
Trip/Slip – Remove the hazard(s), ensure boots have good tread, use handrails and 
watch where you are going. 
 
Electrocution – Use GFCI protection in wet environments or when using an extension 
cord. Be aware where electrical hazards such as power lines are.  
Powerline locations need to be communicated to all workers or visitors in close 
proximity. If you are not qualified, do not work on energized electrical equipment. 
Reference SP 1008 Electrical Safety Powerlines, SP 1009 Utility Contact Safety and 
Reporting. 
 
Ladders / Scaffold – Inspect them before use and erect / secure properly.  
 
Noise – Wear hearing protection at all times, when required. 
 

Cuts / Scrapes – Be aware of sharp objects and wear gloves when necessary.  

 
Back Injuries – Stretch out periodically if performing heavy or repetitive lifting. Get 
help or use material handling equipment when necessary. 
 
Eye Injuries – Wear your safety glasses, goggles, face shield when required. 
 
Crush, Injuries – Stay out of the line of fire when hoisting or moving objects / 
materials. Always be aware of moving equipment at the jobsite. If you need to be in 
the line of fire or danger area, ensure you have eye contact with the operator and 
stay out of any blind spots. Wear traffic vest or equivalent. 
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Chemicals, Spills – WHMIS training and know the hazards of the chemicals you are 
working with. Wear the required PPE and know what to do in the event of a spill or 
leak. 
 

Falling Objects – Proper toe boards, warning signs, barricade/tape off area and stay 
out of the line of fire ie: (elevated work platforms and scaffolds) 

 
Fire Protection – Ensure you know where fire extinguishers are located and how to 
use one. Follow hot work procedures for welding, grinding, cutting as required. 
 
Distractions – Many incidents and injuries occur because the employee was 
distracted by a cell phone, or something that took their eyes or mind off what they 
were doing. Keep your mind and eyes on the work task. Watch where you are 
walking, and always be keep looking around for hazards / equipment. On 
construction sites, hazards, conditions can change quickly. 
 
 

OTHER ITEMS YOU SHOULD KNOW 
 

 

Who is your supervisor? Who do you report to (site supervisor)? 
What to do in the event of an injury or spill? 
What is and where are the emergency plan, procedures? 
Where are the fire extinguishers, spills materials?  
Who is the First Aid Attendant? Who is the Safety Representative? 
Observe safety signs and adhere to the warnings. 
Report any safety, environmental hazards or concerns to your supervisor. 
Report any missing safety equipment (fire extinguisher, eyewash, first aid kit, spills 
clean-up materials) to your supervisor and safety representative. 
Know how to operate equipment (training) before you use it. 
 
If you have any doubt or questions ask your supervisor or safety representative. 
There is no such thing as a dumb question!  
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WORKER RIGHTS 
Right to Know 
 

What are my rights? Under the Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSA) you have 
the right to know about the hazards with your work and in the workplace. WHMIS, 
new employee orientation and job site orientation are examples of educating 
workers about the hazards. 
 

Right to Participate 
 

You have the right to take part in keeping your workplace healthy and safe. 
Depending on the size of the company, you can be part of the Health and Safety 
Committee or be a Health and Safety Representative. You also have the right to 
participate in training and information sessions to help you do your job safely.  
 

Right to Refuse 
 

You have the right to refuse unsafe work. If you believe your job is likely to 
endanger you, you have an obligation to report the unsafe situation to management. 
If the situation is not corrected and you feel your health and safety is still in danger, 
you have the right under the OHSA to refuse to perform the work without reprisal. 
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IN CASE OF A SPILL OR LEAK 
 

The Worker / Subcontractor Shall: 
 

1. Stop or clean up the spill immediately, if safe to do so. 
Ref: SP1012 Fuels Handling, Spills Procedure, Containment Clean-up 

2. Immediately notify their supervisor. 
3. Subcontractors notify the site supervisor immediately. 

 
 

The Site Supervisor / Employer Shall: 
 

1. Ensure that spill is being managed and notify the office immediately. 
2. In the event of a serious or significant spill notify the proper emergency 

services (fire department, sewer / water department). Follow the direction of 
Jonathan Rowe or designate Cliff Zaluski regarding external communications.  

3. Promptly conduct an investigation into the cause of the spill and complete an 
Incident Report Form (FORM 1090). 

4. The employer shall ensure the proper reports are completed and that 
reportable spills are reported to the Ministry of the Environment. 
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EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
 

Prior to the beginning of a project, a site-specific Emergency Plan form is to be 
completed and posted. In case of emergency, the following procedure must be 
followed by the supervisor or most qualified person on site.   
 
 

 Assess the situation - Determine what the problem is, what help is needed 
 

 Take command - Assign duties to specific personnel 
 

 Provide Protection - Make the area safe from further injury or hazards (ie: 
operating machinery, traffic, fire, falling debris, exposure, other hazards) 

 

 Provide First Aid - Each project required a minimum of one trained first aid 
attendant who is to administer first aid 

 

 Call Emergency Services if required (911) specify need - Do not leave the 
casualty alone. If required call 911 or send someone to call 911 for required 
service (ambulance, fire) 

 

 Guide Emergency Vehicles to scene - Have someone guide emergency service 
vehicles to the scene Obtain information on which hospital the injured is going to 
or which fire department or other services were on scene. 

 

 Advise management - Inform management immediately so reporting procedures 
and notifications can be initiated. 

 

 Isolate the scene - Ensure the scene is protected, barricaded to protect evidence 
until authorities (police, MOL) have completed their investigation.     
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INJURY / INCIDENT REPORTING 
 

All incidents and injury occurrences, or reports of workplace violence or harassment 
(Reference Pol 1007 Workplace Violence and Harassment Policy) are to be reported to your 
supervisor. An investigation will take place. Pending the nature, and degree of the incident 
or injury, the possibility of recurrence, or the possibility the incident or injury could have 
been worse will determine the extent of the incident report. Sierra Construction will use 
Incident Investigation Report (FORM 1090) to collect this information. Copies of these 
reports are to be made and the originals sent to the Sierra Construction office.  

 
Injury reporting responsibilities are contained in the Employer, Supervisor, Worker 
and Subcontractor Roles.  
 
First Aid Reports – Supervisors send in monthly or at completion of project. 
 
Medical Aid Injuries – Supervisor notify the office immediately. 
 
Incident / Injury Investigations – Supervisor send in within 24 hours. 
 
Property / Equipment Damage – Supervisor send in within 24 hours.  
 
Workplace Violence or Harassment - Notify the office immediately. 
 
Spill Reports – Supervisor notify the office immediately. 
 
Utility Contact Incident – Supervisor send in within 24 hours.   
 
Critical Injuries – Supervisor notify the office immediately and the MOL. 
 
WSIB Employer Report of Injury (Form 7) – completed by the Safety or Human 
Resources Department. 
 
Return to Work Forms – completed by the worker, supervisor, management. 
 
  

The identification of cause(s) in incident / injury prevention and the correction of unsafe conditions 
are an important aspect of our Health and Safety, Environmental Protection Programs. For this to 
be successful we will require everyone’s participation in the process.  
 
 

“All Injuries and Incidents are preventable!” 
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WORKPLACE HAZARDOUS MATERIALS 
INFORMATION SYSTEM (WHMIS) 

 

It is the objective of Sierra Construction Limited to ensure that any Controlled 
Products under the Hazardous Products Act designated by the WHMIS Regulation 
shall be labelled, used and stored to prevent injury and incident. It is your “RIGHT TO 
KNOW” about workplace chemicals and how to protect yourself and others while 
working with or near them.  
 
 

1. Ensure all WHMIS controlled products are labelled with a supplier label or a 
workplace label. 

 
 

2. Ensure all WHMIS controlled products have a Material Safety Data Sheet (SDS) 
readily available to the workers for review. 

 
 

3. Ensure materials are stored and handled including the use of personal protective 
equipment as per instructions on the MSDS or SDS. 

 
  

4. All contractors and subcontractors performing work for Sierra Construction are 
required to have a MSDS for any WHMIS Controlled Products readily available for 
review. They are also responsible to inform the Sierra Construction Supervisor of 
the use of a WHMIS controlled product and the hazards or precautions required 
to ensure a safe working environment.   

 
 

5. Spills of any materials need to cleaned up for safety and to protect the 
environment. When working with materials and WHMIS controlled products 
ensure you know what actions to take in the event of a spill.  
 
 

For emergency information involving a hazardous material spill reference the 
materials SDS and if required call CANUTEC at 1-613-996-6666.  

Pending the type of material spilled, quantity and location the Ministry of 
Environment (MOE) may also need to be notified. 
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DESIGNATED AND HAZARDOUS 
SUBSTANCES 

 
 

In the construction business we may encounter designated or hazardous substances. 
This encounter may be from but not limited to: Asbestos commonly referred to 
Asbestos Containing Material (ACM) reference SP1010 Asbestos Safety and Work 
Methods, PCB’s, lead, silica and mould. As in WHMIS it is your “RIGHT TO KNOW” 
about these designated or hazardous substances and how to protect yourself and 
others while working with or near them and how to protect the environment. The 
Occupational Health and Safety Act and Ontario Regulation 833 “Control of Exposure 
to Biological or Chemical Agents” sets limits of airborne exposure to over 600 toxic 
substances and the Ministry Of Labour has identified 11 of these to be designated 
substances to which a separate regulation (its own rules) applies. Working with any 
hazardous, toxic substance will require specific measures to be taken for health and 
safety and environmental protection.  
 

Before the construction project begins any hazardous substance / material needs to 
be identified and if the scope of work may cause it to be disturbed or likely to cause 
an exposure to workers. Document this on form 1027 Project Hazard Assessment, 
Environmental Aspects / Issues Review. Sources to attain this information may come 
from the owner who has completed a Designated Substance Assessment / Survey 
and / or noticed in the contract or project bidding process. If there is a designated or 
hazardous substance(s) this information has to be communicated to Sierra 
Construction employees directly and to subcontractors in the tender documents. If 
you encounter a designated or hazardous material unexpectedly, stop work and 
notify your supervisor and /or the site supervisor. All employees, contractors and 
subcontractors performing work for Sierra Construction are required to have specific 
training when working with any of the 11 designated substances.    
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HAZARD ASSESSMENTS AND 
REPORTING 

 

Sierra Construction conducts Hazard Assessments Environmental Aspects / Issues 
Review on projects using (form 1027 project hazards) and daily hazard assessments 
using a JAR card (Job Assessment Review). Please find examples of these cards on 
pages 36 and 37. All site employees are required to review these forms. 
Subcontractors are to complete their own JAR card. We use form 1001 Hazard 
Safety, Environmental Concern Report for documenting H&S concerns, unsafe 
conditions, or environmental concerns.  
 

WORKPLACE INSPECTIONS 
 

Sierra Construction will conduct Workplace Inspections at the workplace or jobsite. 
At minimum monthly inspections of the workplace will be conducted by the 
supervisor and a member of the JHSC or the site Health and Safety Representative. 
While conducting these inspections also look at environmental threats and issues 
such as storage of waste, garbage, spills materials inventory and recycling. 
 

IN CASE OF INJURY 
 

The Worker Shall: 
 

 Notify the employer immediately of injury, and promptly obtain First Aid. 

 Seek Medical Attention when required. 
 

 

The Employer Shall: 
 

 Ensure that First Aid is given immediately and record the First Aid treatment 
or advice given to the worker. 

 Provide transportation to medical aid. 

 Submit to the WSIB an Employers Report of Injury within three days of the 
injury or report of injury. 

 Pay the worker full wages on the day of injury. 
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WSIB FORM 82 – 
“In Case of Injury or Illness at Work” 
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Ministry of Labour (MOL) POSTER 
“Health & Safety at Work” 
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NEW TO JOBSITE 
 

“All” employees must report to the site office before going on to the work site.  
 
They will review the form 1027 Project Hazard Assessment Environmental Aspects Issue 
Review provided we have received a signed purchase order agreeing to the conditions 
outlined on Schedule B Health & Safety and Environmental Conditions. Contractors are 
also required to provide proof of training, license pending the scope of the work project 
(ie: welding, electrician, plumber license) or proof of training for confined space, 
powered elevating work platform, WHMIS and the new requirement Working at Heights 
Training which replaced Fall Protection training). They will also be required to complete 
a JAR (Job Assessment Review) card noting the activities/tasks and hazards and the 
controls they will use.  
 
The site supervisor will review the jobsite specific safety procedures (tasks, hazards 
specific to the jobsite or the work to be performed) 
 
Each Sierra Construction employee and Sub Contract employee will review the Health 
and Safety, Environmental Protection Information Manual so they are aware of our 
requirements to work safely. Following orientation the employee will be assigned to a 
supervisor. Sub-Contractors will be notified of the Sierra Construction Site Supervisor. 
Approved employees and subcontractors may receive a Sierra Construction Group 
safety orientation sticker that is to be applied to their hard hat.  
 

 
 

We expect all employees to work safely! 
 

Being safe and environmentally conscious 
is your right and responsibility! 

  
No task or job is so important that we cannot do it safely! 
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SIERRA CONSTRUCTION RULES 
 

 CSA approved hard hat, boots required on all construction sites and CSA 

approved boots while working in the maintenance shop. 

 CSA, MTO approved safety shirt/vest is required on all civil work sites and on 

building sites where there is heavy equipment or vehicular traffic. 

 Safety glasses are to worn when there is risk of an eye injury (drilling overhead, 

bright sunlight, snow glare, hand grinding, quick cut saw, walk behind concrete 

saw, windy dusty environments, pouring chemicals). 

 Face shields are required for chain saw and fixed grinder operation, some torch 

work applications or where there is risk to the face. 

 Hearing protection is required at all times when the equipment your operating is 

above 85 db or the area you are working in is above 85 db  - ie: watering for 

another worker using a quick cut or concrete saw. 

 Dust masks are required for concrete, metal pipe cutting and when working in a 

dusty, dirty environment. Other types of respirators require additional training – 

ie: cartridge. 

 NO SMOKING in any enclosed workplace, which means: a building, structure or a 

company vehicle/equipment. POL 1009 Smoking in the Workplace Policy 

 No form of abusive behaviour, harassment or violence will be tolerated in the 

workplace. POL 1007 Workplace Violence and Harassment Policy 

 All employees and subcontractors are required to follow all applicable safety and 

environmental regulations along with any specific Sierra Construction procedure 

while working on a jobsite. Violations will be subject to our progressive 

disciplinary action process. POL 1004 Progressive Discipline Policy 

 No alcohol or illegal drugs are allowed on any jobsite or a company vehicle.  

POL 1008 Drug and Alcohol Policy 

 Report to their supervisor any incident, injury or spill immediately.  

POL 1001 Health and Safety Policy and Program, POL 1002 Incident Investigation 

Policy and Procedure 

 Fall Protection measures are to be implemented when required. SP 1001 Slip Fall 

Protection Program, SP 1003 Fall Arrest Rescue  

 Do things “Right the First Time” POL 1006 Quality Policy 

 Keep your mind, eyes on the task you are performing, stay out of the line of fire. 

Conditions can change quickly on a construction jobsite with equipment moving. 
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 Inspections are required on commercial vehicles and equipment daily before use. 

SP 1013 Equipment, Truck Inspection Preventative Maintenance Program. 

 Ensure ladders and scaffolding are installed and used properly. SP 1001 Slip Fall 

Protection Program 

 Defective equipment must be tagged and removed from service. SP 1005 Lock-

Out / Tag-Out and Defective Equipment Procedures 

 Lock-Out / Tag-Out equipment when required. SP 1005 Lock-Out / Tag-Out and 

Defective Equipment Procedures 

 Distracted driving / operating have been proven to be a major cause of incident, 

motor vehicle collisions and fatalities. Your primary task when driving or 

operating is “driving or operating”! SP 1012 Mobile Devices and Cell Phones 

 “IDLING GETS YOU NOWHERE” If the equipment doesn’t need to be idling please 

turn it off! No idling for more than 60 seconds in company vehicles and 

equipment. POL 1010 Anti-Idling Policy 

 Please accommodate those with disabilities. POL 1013 Accessible Customer 

Service Policy 

 Protect our environment: Recycle, Reduce, Re-Use. POL 1005 Environmental 

Protection Policy 

 When an injury requires work restrictions. POL 1011 Return to Work Program 

 Danger Look Out Look Up! SP 1008 Electrical Safety Powerlines 

 Do not operate any equipment or tool unless you have been trained on its use. 

We require proof of training for these items: Working at Heights, Confined Space 

Entry, Traffic Control, Signalling, Spotting Heavy Equipment, Backing up Trucks, 

Working with Asbestos, Heavy Equipment, Powered Elevating Work Platforms, 

Propane Handling, Welding, and WHMIS.   

 FORM 1027 – Project Hazard Assessment to be reviewed at the jobsite by all 

those onsite (workers, inspectors, employees, visitors).  
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FORM 1027 – PROJECT HAZARD 
ASSESSMENT 
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FORM 1040 – Workplace Violence & 
Harassment Assessment 
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JAR CARD 
 

FORM 1047-1050 – Job Assessment Review (JAR) 
  

N
A

Foreign Fire / 

Body Explosion

Cuts or Hazardous

Burns Substances

Vehicle Equipment 

Pedestrian Traffic    

Respiratory  Electrical

Hazard Hazards

Hoisting Weather

Rigging Hazards

Ergonomics

Vibration

Equipment Over

Inspections Exertion

Ladders / Trenching

Scaffolds Hazards

Fall Confined Form 1049
Protection Space Rev 3

Falling 

Material

Work area below 

secured with 

barriers and signs

Toe boards 

on 

guardrails

Housekeeping 

near openings

Pail / Bag 

for tools or 

materials

Secure load 

before 

movement

Utility 

Hazards

Overhead powerline 

signs on poles, in equip  

Voltage (____V - ____V)

Dust Mask N-95 

Disposable

Half Face 

Cartridge

Full Face 

Respirator PAPR

Mechanical Purification 

/ General Ventilation

GFCI Protected 

Outlets

Extension cords 

inspected, 3 prongs

Spotters if equipment can 

encroach min distance, 

communicated to truckers

Hot Work Proc, 

Permit

Fire Extinguisher 

10 lb min

Combustibles 

removed, covered

Safety 

Glasses

Eye Wash 

Station

Goggles or 

Face Shield
Spoggles Other Fueling Procedure

Identify

Hazards
In The List Below Circle (             ) All Applicable Controls Required

Identify    

Hazards     
Hazards identified in bold font are considered High Risk Activities

Identify Meeting 

Muster Location
Nearest 

Hospital

Do You Have Valid 

Locates? Valid Permits?
YES

Subcontractor Job Assessment Review    (JAR Card) Week Ending Date 

Project Company Supervisor

Tyvek Suit, Cartridge Respirator, 

Gloves, Rubber Boots

Noise
Ear Plugs or 

Ear Muffs

Ear Plugs and       

Ear Muffs

Barriers or Dampening 

Devices
Other TC Attire

TC Plan, Devices, Signs, Fencing, 

Rope,  Tape, Jersey, Barriers

Signalers for TC or 

spotting Equip

Gloves
Hot Work 

Gloves

UV Protection Glasses 

or Face Shield
Chaps Other

MSDS, Designated Substance Report, 

Soils Testing Analysis

NO

Describe The Tasks

Locates for 

underground 

utilities

LOTO required, 

lock applied

Competent Person 

Overseeing

Inspection of all 

equipment

Within 

Load 

Line of Fire, Tag Lines, 

Overhead Power lines

Heat / Cold Stress 

Measures

Arc Flash 

PPE

Lightning
Visibility

Wind 

Speed

UV / Insect Bite 

Skin Protection30 / 30 Rule

Other
          Struck By

Access / Egress to 

Working Area - Site

Walkways 

maintained

House Overhead Work 

Protection, Signs, 

Ladders / 

Ramps

Body / Work 

Positioning

Work 

Elevation

Job / Task 

Rotation

PPE (knee pads, 

mats, gloves)
Other

keeping

Line of Fire Distractions 

Cell Phones

Spotter / 

Signaller

Barriers, fencing to 

secure area
Lighting

General Lighting 

Adequate
Portable Lighting Task Lighting

Guards, 

Shields

Body 

Positioning

Operators trained 

on equipment use

Pre-Use Inspections 

completed

Inspections 

documented
Other

Mechanical 

Lifting

Buddy 

Lifting

Lifting 

Techniques

1 person lift not 

to exceed 25 kgs

Job / Task 

Rotation

Daily 

Inspections

Proper type being 

used

Secured at top, bottom if used 

for Access / Egress
Powerlines

Locates current, 

located in equip

Sloping for 

soil type

Trench box inspected, plates 

pins, trench protected - 

Access / 

Egress

Air Monitoring / 

Communication

Rescue Plan, Equipment 

Inspected

Guardrails 

Inspected

Trained 

Workers

Proper PPE for Fall 

Protection Method

Site Specific Rescue 

Plan Communicated

Trained 

Workers

Assessment, Entry 

Permit

Yes

Yes No N/A Yes No No

Yes No

Yes No

Identify Incidents:Explain any YES Answers Reviewed By Name: Date: Signature:

All Permits closed out? Work areas cleaned up? Barriers, fencing 

erected to secure area?

their controls and that you have inspected your Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Supervisors Name: Date: Signature:

Any hazards remaining? Were there any incidents?

(Injuries, Close Calls, Property Damage, OFI's)

Daily Job Completion Questions By initialing the above you acknowledge that you are aware of the identified hazards

Fri Sat

(please print) initial initial initial initial

(please print) (please print) (please print) Workers Name Mon Tues Wed Thur

initial

are not already listed on the front of JAR card Sierra Form 1027 hazards and environmental issues have been reviewed

Task / Job Step Hazards Controls Project Number

initial

Please identify the tasks to be completed, list all known and potential hazards Has the task changed or have any new hazards been identified. If "YES" then add the new

and the controls for each hazard identified if the hazard and their controls hazard(s) and the controls to the JAR card and review with ALL personnel onsite.


